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Project specs



Methodology
Scrum

Team 
1 Project Manager
1 UX/UI Designer
1 QA Engineer
2 Software Developers

Technologies 

Bootstrap 4.6.1, jQuery 3.6.0, 
Node.js 14.20.0

Front-end

PHP 7.4, MariaDB
Back-end

Duration 
4+4 weeks

Solutions	
Corporate website

Building a corporate website for  
a software company on WordPress

special project features

 An opportunity to change layouts and blocks without attracting designers or 

developers

 24 installed and configured marketing, SEO, and security plugins

 44 highly customizable blocks with black and white themes, removable elements, and 

customizable background images

 A refreshed modern design with little gradient, no unnecessary visual forms and lines, 

a lot of space, and aligned with a grid.

 New brand book was a part of the project development.

Tech
sumatosoft.com

Industries: 	
Region: USA

SumatoSoftСlient name:

Website:

business challenge

 Stringent colors over vivid colors

 Unobtrusive animation

 A clear, recognizable brand identity that we will use in marketing materials like 

banners and blog images

 Our logo resembled the HTML5 logo a lot. We wanted to redesign the logo to 

distinguish it more clearly from the HTML5 logo.

 There must be an easily customizable visual element that we can use on various 

pages. 

This case tells about the redesign of our corporate website:  


Our corporate website was built on top of the Webflow CMS in 2019. It contained 

several contact forms, about 25 landing pages, a portfolio, and a blog. 


We also had a brand book and a concept for the future website design. The concept 

was as follows: 
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Objectives

 Refresh the design and brand book. The website was 4 years old - design trends and 

user preferences have changed a lot since that time. We wanted to get away from this 

design of the past.

 Get a more SEO-friendly website. We faced some Webflow limitations when we 

started investing in SEO. There were occasional glitches when the website stopped 

responding. Webflow also automatically put rel=”canonical” to all our landing pages 

and referred them all to the main page. And we faced problems when adding 

microdata. All these neutralized months of hard SEO work on texts update and on-

page optimization

 Get a convenient CMS with great block customization. We needed a simple option to 

build and customize new pages without the need to attract designers and developers. 

our solution

We built our new corporate website on top of the WordPress CMS. 


The development contains two stages. 


In the first stage, we redesigned the blog and moved its administration to WordPress. 

So the marketing team got an opportunity to keep doing content marketing and article 

SEO. It wasn’t too complicated since the blog only contains 3 types of pages with few 

design elements. These types are the main blog page, article page and author page.


The second stage was about 6 months later. We designed and developed custom 

bocks for landing and main pages. Our designers started with a logo by making it thinner 

and shifting from blue to black shades. 


When designing the home page, we decided to stick to an austere design: 

 little gradient;

 no unnecessary visual forms and lines

 grid usage for elements positioning. 

To get a visual element that can be reused on various pages, we decided to slice 

the logo into small pieces, rotate pieces, and reuse them on the background of 

some blocks. Thus, we get interesting geometric lines with angles and shades on 

the background.
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Customer’s benefits

 An increased website conversion

 An easily scalable website

 Modern design

 Increased the google page speed results from 75 to 94

 Removed restrictions on SEO promotion of the site.

What’s happening with the project right 
now

The redesigned website went online. We support it, add new landings, do SEO 

and promote it.
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